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Abstract7

Effective field theories (EFTs) are widely considered by physicists to8

be explanatory and to be the appropriate frameworks for modelling var-9

ious phenomena at different scales. At the same time, they are known10

to be approximate, restricted, and merely effective, and thus, examin-11

ing them can provide a means of getting traction on philosophical issues12

such as idealisation, abstraction, and the veridicality of representations13

in explanation. This paper casts EFTs as abstract models of a more fun-14

damental theory that retain all and only the relevant aspects for a given15

explanandum. I describe abstraction as a process that can preserve expla-16

nation top-down from an independently explanatory fundamental theory17

to an effective theory. Thus the paper aims to show how abstract models,18

like EFTs, can function as explanatory stand-ins for more fundamental19

models, something often taken to be unproblematic.20

1 Introduction21

Effective field theories (EFTs) are very popular in physics and are increasingly22

recognized as important to understand in philosophy. This has been taken so23

far as to claim that there are no fundamental theories and that all theories are24

effective field theories (Cao and Schweber, 1993). EFTs are widely considered25

by physicists to be explanatory and to be the appropriate frameworks for mod-26

elling various phenomena at different scales. They are far more tractable than27

full theories and are pragmatically indispensable. At the same time, they are28

known to be non-fundamental, to only be approximate, to have limited domains29

of applicability, and in general to be merely effective. Thus, even if justification30

of their use in physics is not lacking, examining them can provide a means of get-31

ting traction on philosophical issues about scientific realism (Fraser, 2009; Rivat32

and Grinbaum, 2020; Wallace, 2006; Williams, 2018) and inter-theory relations33

(Bain, 2013b; Batterman, 2019; Butterfield, 2010; Crowther, 2016), as well as34
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about idealisation (Batterman, 2009; Batterman and Rice, 2014), abstraction,35

and the veridicality of representations. This latter set of issues is what this pa-36

per will focus on, in particular, in the context of scientific explanations. What37

I will show in the paper is that EFTs can be understood as abstract models of38

more fundamental models 1 and because of this, insight can be gained into why39

they should be considered explanatory in certain cases. This is not a novel view40

of EFTs by any stretch—rather the paper will develop the notion of abstraction41

and abstract model and make explicit something that is widely assumed, viz.42

that an EFT can stand in for an explanation from a fundamental theory. By43

looking at the role of the full theory in justifying the idealising assumptions in44

building the EFT, I present a way to understand what one could call a top-down45

explanation.46

In philosophy of science, abstraction is not as often discussed as its sibling,47

idealisation, but it has much longer history. Abstraction was an important pro-48

cess for Aristotle as it was the means by which we get knowledge of various49

concepts and universals (Bäck, 2014). The intellect removes details from the50

perceptions of concrete physical objects and retains general properties. The51

intellect can abstract from abstractions, ultimately leading to knowledge of the52

purely abstract, i.e. mathematics. Abstraction in the context of the philos-53

ophy of science is related to this notion, but distinct as it is properly about54

modelling rather than concept formation. Abstraction is often characterised as55

the omission of factual details and contrasted with idealisation, which is the56

introduction of falsehoods. Abstraction is necessarily tied to idealisation and57

I like to think of it as a second step—one cannot abstract some feature away58

unless one has already justified an idealisation, i.e. that its removal makes no59

significant difference. One needs to know with respect to what some abstrac-60

tion makes no difference and so I will characterise abstraction as relative to a61

given explanandum and an abstract explanation as relative to the explanation62

of the same explanandum from a more fundamental model. What I argue is63

that when there is an explanation from a more fundamental model M and if64

another model M ′ is merely an abstraction of that model, then M ′ can stand65

in for M explanatorily. Importantly, the M does a lot of work to justify the66

idealisations that permit the omissions in the abstract model. This is not an67

argument that EFTs provide stand-alone explanations, or that they satisfy par-68

ticular criteria for explanation, or allow the modelling of novel phenomena, such69

as argued by (Franklin and Knox, 2018). I will not be arguing that abstract70

models provide better explanations, novel explanations, or more optimised ex-71

planations (Strevens, 2008), but aim rather to show one way that they are at72

all explanatory, viz. when they harmlessly stand in for explanations from more73

fundamental models.74

In the following section, I begin with a brief review of the relevant literature75

on scientific explanation and introduce the problem of veridicality and the no-76

tions of abstraction and idealisation that some have used to address it. I then77

1As I will be moving back and forth between theories termed models, such as the standard
model, and models termed, theories, such as effective field theories, I will not distinguish here
between models and theories and use the words interchangeably as appropriate by context.
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describe the process of abstraction as a way of preserving explanation from a78

fundamental model to an abstract or coarse-grained model. The idea is that an79

abstract model retains all and only the relevant aspects of a fundamental model80

for the explanation of a given phenomenon. In Section 3, I put this process to81

work in explaining the lifetime of the muon from Fermi theory (OR explaining82

why the sky is blue), which I describe as an abstract model of the Standard83

Model (SM). I finish the section by outlining some of the ways in which this84

process would not apply and hence would not preserve explanation, by looking85

at how this very same process is used to search for new physics. In this case,86

even though the process is formally the same, what one has is a fine-graining87

rather than a course-graining and here no explanation can be preserved.88

2 Scientific Explanations and Veridicality89

It is well-established in the philosophy of science literature that scientific theo-90

ries do not directly contact the world. Nancy Cartwright was among the first91

to really emphasise this and she says “the route from theory to reality is from92

theory to model, and then from model to phenomenological law. The phe-93

nomenological laws are indeed true of the objects in reality—or might be; but94

the fundamental laws are true only of objects in the model” 1983, p. 4. The95

importance of model mediation is also centre-stage in many more contemporary96

accounts of models and explanations, such as the model as mediators approach97

outlined by Morgan and Morrison (1999), where many models are seen as con-98

structed partly from scientific theories, partly from experimental data, and with99

external input from modelling practices, such as idealisation, approximation,100

abstraction, background knowledge, analogy, intuition, and so on. This intro-101

duces a kind of dilemma for explanation. We want to think about theories as102

explanatory, but in practice they are insufficient to capture phenomena directly.103

On the other hand, models can describe the phenomena but there are neces-104

sarily truth-compromising modelling practices involved. In other words, how105

can models explain if they are not veridical? An explanation of why something106

happened, or happens, needs to get relevant parts of the story right. Something107

would not be an explanation if it was plausible but factually false. In some108

sense, the falsehoods involved must be harmless. Many have offered accounts of109

how models explain, regardless of, or in some cases, because of, the falsehoods110

involved.111

Falsehoods in scientific modelling are typically known as idealisations. The112

literature on idealisation is vast and diverse. Some divide idealisation into three113

types (Weisberg, 2007), some into six (McMullin, 1985). Some do not distin-114

guish abstraction from idealisation and some contrast idealisation only with115

approximation, such as Norton (2012).2 I can only briefly address some of the116

contributions to this in the context of explanation where it is most relevant here.117

2Norton (2012) refers to an idealisation as a proxy system rather than an inexact descrip-
tion, and while he and others, such as Butterfield (2010) have shown that limit properties and
limit systems may diverge, I will not reserve idealisation for whole systems.
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McMullin was the first to introduce a scheme for idealisation and explanation.118

His stance was that only certain idealisations, called Galilean idealisations, could119

be involved if a model is to be explanatory. Galilean idealisations are ones which,120

when introduced, could be smoothly de-idealised such that one can recover the121

real system. These could include assuming that air resistance on falling body is122

negligible, that the mass of a pendulum’s string is insignificant to its motion, or123

assuming that the imperfections on an incline plane will not affect the motion of124

bodies rolled down it, and so on. Non-Galilean idealisations are ones for which125

this process does not work, such as cases where there is a singular limit.3 At126

a singular limit, the behaviour of the system is radically different than it is as127

it approaches the limit, such that one cannot smoothly de-idealise up to and128

across the limit. This precludes recovering the system by de-idealising.129

Hempel was explicitly against the possibility that falsehoods could explain,130

and made the truth of the explanans an explicit requirement for explanation131

(Hempel, 1965). The requirement for truth or veridicality, has been softened in132

much contemporary literature to include approximate truth or to only require133

truth (or approximate truth) of the aspects of the model that matter for the134

explanation. Others, such as Bokulich have championed the explanatory power135

of falsehoods, even non-Galilean idealisations 2011; 2012; 2016. Bokulich calls136

these falsehoods fictions and argues that, in contrast to various primarily ontic137

views on explanation, models with fictions can be explanatory.4138

Abstraction is often thought of as either the inverse of idealisation or as a139

kind of idealisation itself. There are many other important processes in mod-140

elling and even neatly separating idealisation and abstraction is itself an ideali-141

sation. However typically, idealisation is taken to be the introduction of features142

or properties that are not present in a target system, while abstraction is the143

omission or elimination of features that are present in a target system. We can144

think of an idealisation as an assumption of a falsehood and abstraction as a re-145

moval a truth. Thus in contrast to the list above, abstractions would involve the146

removal of the term for air resistance, setting a pendulum string’s mass to zero,147

the modelling of an incline plane as perfectly flat, and so on. These cannot truly148

be separated as a distinct processes from the idealisation, but conceptually it149

can be useful to distinguish the justification and adoption of idealising assump-150

tions, and the process of their removal from the model. The abstract model151

then, features a selection or subset of those of the full model, as determined by152

what is relevant for the modelling/explanatory purpose. Chakravartty (2001)153

articulates such a view of abstraction. He describes it as “a process whereby154

only some of the potentially many relevant factors or parameters present in155

reality are built-in to a model concerned with a particular class of phenom-156

ena” (p. 327). The literature largely agrees that abstraction can be done in157

3Explanations and idealisations involving singular limits has been discussed extensively by
Batterman Batterman (see e.g. 2002, 2005).

4Bokulich’s notion of fiction seems to apply to elements of models rather than models
themselves. The latter view one finds for example in (Frigg, 2009; Frigg and Nguyen, 2017),
but this is a stance on what models are and is not directly related to our discussion of
abstractions and idealisations.
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at least two broad ways. Ordorica (2016), as well as Haug (2011) and others,158

have divided abstraction into two distinct process: abstraction by omission and159

abstraction by aggregation.5160

To see abstraction by omission most clearly imagine that model M is, as far161

as is scientifically feasible, a complete and accurate description of a real world162

system, with many details and descriptions included that have no bearing on the163

derivation of the explanandum phenomenon E. For instance, when explaining164

why the period of a real, concrete pendulum is 1s, one can (and should) omit165

descriptions of its colour, its composition, the temperature of the air, and so166

on, as these can be shown to be completely irrelevant to pendulum’s period.167

One can determine this by performing experiments, or simulations, and seeing168

what changes do and do not make a difference. But one can also do this by169

comparing the abstract model with the more fundamental model. One can use170

the more fundamental model to justify the idealisation that some element of the171

concrete system makes no difference and then abstract it away. Sometimes, the172

omission does not matter for a given explanandum, but could matter for others.173

Including the mass of the pendulum’s string or the string’s elasticity could make174

a difference to some explananda, but not others. This is why abstraction should175

be thought of as a process conducted relative to a given explanandum.176

In addition to this, I think one can subdivide another kind of abstraction177

by omission. One can also omit, not just whole elements or aspects of the178

model, but some amount of detail or precision by approximating. This occurs179

when one rounds off values, or takes only leading terms in an expansion. One180

idealises that the system is exact in some way, e.g. that a given distance is181

exactly 3m rather than 3.0000001m. One again uses the explanation from more182

fundamental model to justify the idealisation and then abstracts away details183

or levels of precision that make no difference to the explanandum.184

Abstraction by aggregation is the treatment of two or more objects, concepts,185

causes, etc. as one. It is a kind of coarse-graining where one describes the system186

using fewer, larger components. This is the kind of abstraction that one does187

when takes information about the averages of particles’ momenta in a gas and188

represents them as pressure, or averages of kinetic energy as temperature, or189

averages of masses of particles as the centre of mass of a body, and so on.190

Differences in the states of the fundamental model, or microstates, are not191

considered. Where these differences do not affect the explanandum, one can192

omit them without losing the explanation. In this kind of abstraction, one193

is effectively changing the scale of the description of the system. Changing194

the scale is not a simple process and likely involves a great deal of idealising195

assumptions and multiple abstractions. In fact, this is what we will see in the196

case studies below. With EFTs, one uses the renormalization group equations197

redefine a theory at a different scale, but this is a complex procedure. We will198

break it down into a few non-technical steps and highlight the role the full theory199

5One notable exception is Jansson and Saatsi (2019), who characterise abstraction as a
kind of independence from physical structure or law, rather than an omission of detail. For
them, explanations from abstract models are not special and are still a function counterfactual
dependence information.
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plays in justifying the idealising assumptions that allow one to end up with an200

abstract model. For some explananda, this scale change will not be problematic201

and may be an appropriate way to model the system, in the sense that the202

model at the new scale provides relevant information about possible changes203

to the explanandum, for example. It is the abstract model’s independence or204

autonomy from the microstates that allows the explanation to work at that205

level.206

For clarity, we can now characterise what it means to be an abstract model.207

a model M ′ is an abstraction of another model M if one can get to208

M ′ from M , using these abstraction processes outlined above209

A model is abstract only relative to another model, which for lack of a better210

term we can call full or fundamental6, which may itself be an abstraction of211

another model, and so on. Models may of course be written down without212

having been through the process of idealisation and abstraction—model builders213

do not always, and realistically very rarely, start from a full model or theory214

and then only make certain kinds of well-justified moves into to arrive at their215

final model. It is really a problem for philosophers to investigate whether steps216

taken (or hypothetically taken) can be justified such that explanatory ability is217

preserved from one model to another.218

Let us make the following claim about explanations from abstract models:219

• If a model M explains some phenomenon E, then M ′ also explains E if220

1. M ′ can still derive E and221

2. M ′ is an abstraction of M222

In very general terms, what allows this claim to be made is that the information223

that is abstracted away is irrelevant to the derivation of the explanandum and224

we are assured of the irrelevancy by retaining the derivation.7 The fundamen-225

tal model provides essential information as it is the benchmark for what can226

and cannot be removed safely. The idea is to preserve whatever it is, causal227

or otherwise, that the fundamental explanatory model gets right about the tar-228

get explanandum. Taken together with the description of an abstract model,229

there emerges an asymmetry or indeterminateness between the abstract and230

the fundamental. One can start from the same model M and arrive at two very231

different abstract models M ′
1 and M ′

2 through the abstraction process if one232

has a different explanandum. If the explanation is that a phenomenon happens,233

rather than precisely how it happens, or if the explanation has a different con-234

trast class, then different abstractions and different amounts of abstraction can235

take place while the explanandum can be derived. If an explanandum is very236

6I use the term ‘fundamental’ cautiously here, because it too must be understood as a
relative term, contrary, I think, to its common usage.

7I do not use the term ‘derive’ in a strictly logical sense, but rather in the sense that it
follows from a model together with some initial conditions, as will be made clearer in the case
studies below.
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sensitive to changes in the microstates of the fundamental model, then perhaps237

almost no abstraction can maintain the explanation.238

This has a reasonable conclusion that there may be different models at dif-239

ferent levels of abstraction that can nonetheless be the appropriate levels of240

description for various explanandum phenomena. The claim also makes clear241

that this condition is sufficient for explanations of E, but not necessary for242

them. There are other reasons why one could consider M ′ explanatory of E,243

but demonstrating that it is an abstraction of M is sufficient to say that it ex-244

plains E if M does. My claim is that the reason that it can be said to explain245

is that it is standing in for the full explanatory model in an appropriate way, by246

preserving what the fundamental model is getting right about the explanandum.247

Clarifying some of the appropriate ways is a central aim of the paper.248

There is a worry that merely performing these abstraction processes is not249

sufficient to guarantee explanation. Let me outline a few ways in which the250

resulting model would not be explanatory that follow from above claim. This251

process will not result in an explanatory model when the underlying or funda-252

mental theory i) is not known, ii) is not capable of deriving the phenomenon, iii)253

is not explanatory of that phenomenon, or iv) if additional steps/assumptions254

are required to recover the explanandum from the abstracted model. These will255

be covered in more detail in the final case study below. They are meant to256

act as a kind of safety switch. By over-abstracting and over-generalising, one257

runs the risk of moving to a level of description where the explanandum may258

not be derived quantitatively—such as if the numerical prediction cannot be259

made sufficiently precise for the explanandum, or if the relevant changes in the260

microstates have been averaged over. In this case, M ′ may still explain E, but261

if one or more of i–iv is the case, then another argument for its explanatoriness262

would have to be presented.263

This discussion of abstraction is reminiscent of the eliminative procedure264

in Strevens’ account of explanation. For Strevens (2004, 2008), only veridical265

causes are permissible in explanations, yet he stresses the importance of higher-266

level and abstract models in explanations. The basic idea of Strevens’ account267

is to begin with the fundamental description of the system and to keep all and268

only the elements of the model that are required for the explanandum. While269

for Strevens’ this picks out the relevant causal difference makers, which may270

not be appropriate here, I think the basic idea is appropriate for discussing how271

effective field theories may explain, and in general how abstract models may272

stand-in for explanations from fundamental models.273

In the remainder of the paper, I will look at effective field theories as ab-274

stractions in order to help understand why and under what conditions they can275

be explanatory. I will be discussing EFTs in the context of particle physics276

where they are most common. EFTs have been much discussed in the liter-277

ature and many debates about them have raged. EFTs were brought to the278

attention of philosophers first through Teller (1989); Cao and Schweber (1993);279

Huggett and Weingard (1995) and Hartmann (2001). The discussion of EFTs280

in philosophy is alive and well today (see e.g. Rivat and Grinbaum, 2020, for an281

excellent survey), but typically concerns realism and related issues, rather than282
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explanation. Very briefly, EFTs are coarse-grained theories that are demon-283

strably accurate and potentially explanatory below a certain energy limit Λ,284

called the ultra-violet cut off. I say that an EFT is coarse-grained, because it is285

restricted to a longer length scale. The details of the short-range, high-energy286

physics are negligible for the EFT. The interactions of heavy particles (m > Λ),287

for example, are ‘encoded’ by direct, contact interactions of light, low-energy288

particles. In terms of explanation, the important and distinguishing feature of289

an EFT is that it includes all and only the relevant degrees of freedom for the290

explanandum.291

EFTs come in two main types: top-down and bottom-up.8 What these292

mean will be made clearer with examples in the following section, but for now293

the following will suffice. In our context, a top-down EFT takes the SM as a294

fundamental theory and is constructed to effectively give the same results for295

some phenomenon at an energy scale lower than that of the fundamental the-296

ory. By contrast, a bottom-up EFT is used to search for new physics, and as297

such, takes established physics (the SM) as effective theory of some unknown298

fundamental theory. The energy scale of the bottom-up EFT is higher than299

the SM, and in the top-down, it is lower. The idea of using a bottom-up EFT300

is to identify the effects of new physics and constrain possible models beyond301

the Standard Model (BSM). Which model counts as fundamental and which as302

effective is relative: the SM can be both depending on whether one is explain-303

ing low-energy phenomena or searching for higher energy theories beyond the304

Standard Model.305

The popularity and importance of EFTs make them an interesting class of306

models to study. Characterising EFTs as abstract models through this pro-307

cess can be useful in understanding why and under what circumstances they308

can be explanatory. The idea of fictions, misrepresentions, and the explanatory309

power of falsehoods is of particular relevance in discussing effective field theo-310

ries, because they are known to be only effective theories, but are nonetheless311

considered to be explanatory by physicists in many cases. As I have discussed312

with abstraction, fine and coarse grain are relative notions for EFTs and here313

too, there is an asymmetry. The information in a more detailed, fine-grained314

model is sufficient to formulate an abstract and coarse-grained version of that315

model. But beginning from an abstract model one cannot determine which de-316

tailed model it is an abstraction of. There are many UV-completions for a given317

EFT, hence the difficulty of using this approach to find new physics. In this318

sense, the abstract supervenes on the detailed model and one can move from319

a more detailed model to coarse-grained one, but not vice versa. This is why320

top-down explanation works.321

In the following section, I show that a case can be made that in some cir-322

cumstances an EFT can be considered explanatory, by showing that one can323

move from an explanatory theory to an EFT with these explanation preserving324

moves. The idea is to including first all and then only the relevant elements of325

8They are also divided according to whether they are Wilsonian or continuum EFTs and
some, such as (Bain, 2013a), have argued that this makes an important distinction, which
may help to resolve some of the EFT debates.
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the model. However, these circumstances preclude this extending to bottom-up326

effective field theories. This does not imply that bottom-up EFTs cannot be327

explanatory, but merely that if they are it is not for this reason. In fact, given328

that the SM is widely considered to be explanatory and to be an effective the-329

ory itself, despite the fact that we do not know the more fundamental theory,330

it is very plausible that in certain cases a different argument could be given to331

demonstrate in virtue of what it is explanatory.332

3 Top-down Explanations333

In this section, I review two EFTs. I first review a top-down EFT to show334

that they can be explanatory since they can be thought of as abstractions of335

an explanatory theory. I then briefly describe a bottom-up EFT and show336

that no such story can be told there, and hence if it is to be explanatory, it337

must be for different reasons. My claim is that EFTs can be explanatory if338

it can be shown that they borrow their explanatory power from some known339

fundamental theory that is independently explanatory, namely, the Standard340

Model of particle physics. That the SM is itself explanatory is something that341

was argued in (King, 2020) and I will be bracketing that issue here.342

3.1 Case 1: Muon Decay343

A quintessential effective field theory is the Fermi theory, which was developed344

in the early 1930s as a model for beta decay. Prior to its development, the345

continuous energy spectrum from β decays indicated that this process violated346

the principle of the conservation of energy. In order to remedy this, Fermi, in347

1933, proposed the existence of a light neutral particle, the neutrino (ν). He348

described β decay as a process whereby a neutron transitions into a proton via349

the emission of a electron and a neutrino, n → p+e+ν̄e. In this way, both charge350

and energy could be conserved, and Fermi was able to quantify the lifetime of351

the neutrino and determine the shape of the β ray emission spectrum. Today352

the theory can be used to calculate many more phenomena, such as the decay of353

muons, particles which were not even known at the time. I will take the decay354

of muons as our explanandum phenomenon E in this case.355

Today, Fermi theory is known to be an EFT of the weak interaction of the356

SM—it is a coarse-grained, low-energy description of the processes that takes357

place in the SM. The interactions of the SM electroweak theory are mediated358

by additional heavy particles, the W± and Z0 bosons. Nonetheless, for cer-359

tain processes, like the decay of the muon, Fermi theory can be an adequate360

description. There may be virtues of Fermi theory that render it explanatory,361

but here I would only like to show that it can explain E because i) it is an362

abstraction of the SM and ii) the SM explains E. Here, I will simply assume363

ii), and focus on i), though I have argued for the explanatory power of the SM364

elsewhere (self-reference omitted). If we take the process of muon decay to be365

our explanandum, we will need to show that Fermi theory is an abstract model366
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of the SM (in particular, a coarse-grained model), and that one can still predicts367

muon decay from Fermi theory.368

To avoid an overly technical description, let us largely follow the general369

procedure for developing EFTs described in several lecture series (Brehmer,370

2016; Georgi, 1993; Kaplan, 2016; Manohar, 2018). This involves a four-step371

process9:372

1. Choose an energy scale for the explanandum373

2. Define the field content of the model374

3. Impose symmetries observed375

4. Impose a counting scheme376

The first two steps are to set the scale of the abstract model and ensure that377

one includes all the relevant aspects of the full model that would be required.378

Steps 3 and 4 are to reduce this to all and only the relevant aspects for the379

explanandum; paring the full model down to an abstract model. What one is380

doing here is changing the scale of the model by redefining the parameters to381

take the cut off into account. It is a process known as renormalisation and much382

has been written about this in philosophy. There are many great sources that383

treat this in some detail, so I will focus on the digestible presentation developed384

in the lectures just mentioned. Very briefly, the renormalization group equations385

tell you how the theory’s parameters change as the energy is varied. Counter386

terms must be introduced to absorb the effects of the high energy physics, but387

they can be harmlessly removed if they are irrelevant to the explanandum. EFTs388

make a great case study for abstraction since the process features abstraction389

by omission (removal of irrelevant terms), by aggregation (in the parameter390

redefinitions), and approximation (in truncating the expansion).391

We should begin with some preliminaries. The basic object describing a392

quantum field theory is the action393

S =

∫
d4xL(x), (1)

an integral over the Lagrangian density (henceforth Lagrangian), where the394

Lagrangian is a sum of operators O〉 with coefficients αi called couplings395

L =

i∑
αiOi (2)

The operators are combinations of fields and derivatives of the fields evaluated396

at a point x. The couplings can be split into a dimensionless constant called the397

Wilson coefficient ci, and some powers of the mass scale Λ, αi =
ci
Λ

The terms of398

the Lagrangian are either kinematic terms and mass terms, which describe the399

9I have divided the first step of the process as described in lectures into two distinct steps
for clarity.
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the theory’s fields, or interaction terms that describe how those fields interact.400

The EFT we are aiming at is a Lagrangian valid at low energy, that includes401

only light degrees of freedom, and which can accurately derive our explanandum402

of muon decay. What we want is a sum of the new interaction terms, seeing as403

the kinetic and mass terms are described by the SM and can be bracketed here404

(LSM ).405

LEFT = LSM +
∑
i=1

cdi
Λd−4

Od
i (3)

Each term here is indexed by its mass dimension d, which is a key property of406

the operator determined by summing the mass dimensions of the fields involved407

in the interaction. In natural units of ~ = c = 1, mass = energy = length−1
408

and everything dimensionful can be given a dimension of mass. Each term in409

a Lagrangian in 4-dimensional spacetime must have mass dimension 4. As the410

dimensionality of the operator increases, so must the power of the cut off in411

order that the term remains dimension-4, as in Eq. 3 . This suppresses the412

effect of higher dimension terms in the Lagrangian and allows one to reasonably413

truncate the perturbative expansion. Let us now construct the EFT from the414

full model. One can follow the full physics derivation in the sources above.415

1. Specify the energy scale. The first step in getting this Lagrangian is to416

specify a relevant energy scale below which the EFT will operate, determined417

by the relevant scale for the explanandum. The cut off should be above the418

scale of the muon (∼106 MeV), since it is a light particle we wish the EFT to419

describe explicitly. We should take the scale to be below the mass of the weak420

bosons, W± and Z0 (83 GeV and 91 GeV), otherwise we will end up with the421

full SM description. This is critical, because the separation of scales is what422

allows us to idealise that the details of the high-energy physics are irrelevant to423

the explanandum.424

2. Define the field content. As a second step, we integrate out all the fields425

whose masses are higher than the cut off. One must define all the relevant426

fields, namely those with m � Λ, and include all the possible terms describing427

interactions between these fields at all orders. In our case, the particle content428

of the EFT will then be the leptons and quarks of the SM (without the top).429

This specifies content of the theory, but it also involves an infinite number of430

interaction terms, including many that violate symmetry principles and those of431

arbitrarily high mass dimension. Now that all the relevant degrees of freedom432

are included, one needs to pare down such that one is left with all and only the433

relevant degrees of freedom.434

3. Impose symmetries. Depending on the explanandum many different435

symmetries could be imposed, such as gauge symmetries, spacetime symmetries,436

flavour symmetries, etc. that we know will be observed by these interactions at437

this low energy. We know such things because we have the explanation from438

the fundamental model. In our EFT of the weak interaction, we will impose439

Lorentz invariance, the conservation of electric charge, colour charge, lepton440

and baryon number. We then abstract away by omission the terms that violate441
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Figure 1: Muon decay process as described by the Standard Model (left) and
the Fermi theory (right).

these symmetries. This still leaves an infinite number of terms, because there442

are operators at all orders. In order to prevent this, we must truncate the443

expansion of operators.444

4. Impose a counting scheme. As the mass dimension of the operators445

increase, their effects are suppressed by increasing powers of the cut off, and446

so they quickly become irrelevant. Here we have an idealising assumption that447

further precision is not necessary. One can impose a maximum operator di-448

mension and we will truncate after the lowest order, effectively approximating.449

Fermions have mass dimension 3/2, so operators with three fermion fields vio-450

late lepton conservation and Lorentz invariance, so four is the smallest number.451

Four fermions gives a dimension-6 operator for muon decay:452

L = −4GF√
2
(ēγµPLνe)(ν̄µγ

µPLµ) (4)

This describes an interaction between these four fermions that encodes the453

physics processes of the SM. Diagram 3.1 shows how the point-like interac-454

tion between four fermions stands in for the vector boson mediations of the SM.455

From the effective Lagrangian in Eq. 4 one can predict that the muon decays456

and calculate its lifetime. At lowest order it is given by the following457

Γµ =
G2

Fm
5
µ

192π3
(5)

Without using the full calculation from the SM, we have been able to predict458

the explanandum with good accuracy. The EFT error can be shown to be on459

the order of the ratio of the energy scales µ
W or about 0.0011%. This error also460

shows why the separation of scales is so important for modelling as an EFT as461

it provides a measure of the approximation. Because one can perform the full462

calculation from the SM, one can verify that the EFT prediction is close enough463
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for the explanandum. In our abstract model, there is no mention of the W and464

Z bosons, the interaction term is dim-6 and non-renormalisable. However, the465

SM allows us to justify the idealising assumptions in the construction of the466

EFT.467

3.2 OR Case 2: Why is the sky blue?468

Consider an explanation of why the sky is blue that involves an EFT of the469

scattering of light, known as Rayleigh scattering. Rayleigh scattering occurs470

when lights scatters off of objects that are very small compared to the wavelength471

of the light.472

In general terms, the sky is blue because the Sun gives off light in all vis-473

ible frequencies and light of different wavelengths is scattered more or less474

strongly off of molecules in the atmosphere. Blue light has a short wavelength475

(4.50–4.85×10−7m) and is scattered more strongly than light of longer frequen-476

cies. The amount of atmosphere light from the Sun travels through to the477

Earth’s surface is enough to make the sky look blue in all directions (under478

normal daytime circumstances). The explanation relies on demonstrating the479

wavelength dependence of the scattering of light. This feature can also be used480

to explain why, even though the sky is blue, sunrises and sunsets are red, and481

other such atmospheric phenomena. Almost 99% of the Earth’s atmosphere is482

made up of N2 and O2 molecules, which both have radii about 3 × 10−10m,483

which we treat as our characteristic length scale and will call a0. Note that484

even though blue light has a short wavelength, it is still 1000 times larger than485

the scale of the gas, and this scale separation is what allows the interaction to486

be described as Rayleigh scattering and allows it to be modelled as an EFT. If487

the atmosphere was thicker or thinner, if the atmosphere had a different compo-488

sition, or if light did not have wavelength dependent scattering, the sky would489

not appear blue under those same conditions. If we take the full, if unwieldy,490

derivation of this as a genuine explanation of the phenomenon, we can show that491

our EFT is also explanatory as it is an abstraction (a coarse-grained model) of492

the SM that can still be used to derive the blueness of the sky via the wavelength493

dependent scattering of light.494

The molecules of the atmosphere are so much heavier than the light being495

scattered that they can be treated as infinitely heavy and effectively static. We496

can now perform the four steps of EFT construction as above and, once again,497

only a brief reconstruction of the physics derivation is presented here. I will pass498

over the steps more quickly, but one can consult (Manohar, 2018) and (Kaplan,499

2016) for more details.500

1. Specify the energy scale. Let us call the energy of the atoms Ea and that501

of the photons Eγ , such that Eγ � Ea. And so for step 1, we can then set the502

cut-off energy at around Ea. Due to our use of natural units, we can use a−1
0 ,503

the inverse of the radius of the atoms, as an energy scale, which corresponds to504

a few electron Volts (OeV).505

2. Define the field content. For step 2, we need to include all the fields far506
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below the cut-off, which in this case is just photons and the atoms.10 All of the507

other fields are integrated out.508

3. Impose symmetries. In step 3, we impose our symmetries. In this case,509

just U(1) gauge symmetry and Lorentz invariance of electromagnetism. We510

then remove, or abstract away, all the terms that violate the symmetries that511

we know will be respected.512

4. Impose a counting scheme. In the final step, we will once again consider513

only the lowest-dimension operators. The separation of scales allows us to take514

only the leading order because the prediction is precise enough for the explanan-515

dum. If more precision were required, we have to consider the contributions of516

additional terms. The kinetic part of the resulting Lagrangian is517

Lkin = φ†
viv

α∂αφv −
1

4
FµνF

µν , (6)

where φv is the field operator for an infinitely heavy atom and velocity v, and Fµν518

is the photon field strength tensor. The interaction part of the Lagrangian has519

to include all and only the operators involving Lorentz-invariant combinations of520

φ†φ, Fµν , vµ and ∂µ. Operators directly involving Aµ and Fµν are forbidden by521

gauge invariance and single φ correspond to creation and annihilation of atoms,522

which is forbidden at this energy. At tree level then, we are left with operators523

of mass dimension-7.524

Lint =
c1
Λ3

φ†
vφvFµνF

µν +
c2
Λ3

φ†
vφvv

αFαµF
βµ (7)

With the effective Lagrangian, one can find that the scattering amplitude off525

atoms should scale as A ∼ 1/Λ3. Each term has a factor of ω emerging from526

the EM field strength tensor. In our model a0 is playing the role of 1
Λ and so527

we can write the amplitude as528

A ∼ a30ω
2 (8)

and hence the cross section, A2, as529

a60ω
4. (9)

This demonstrates the quartic frequency dependence of the scattering of light.530

In other words, the ω4 shows that since blue light has a frequency about 1.5531

times that of red light, it is almost 5 times more strongly scattered. The SM was532

critical in providing the justification for the idealising assumptions that allows533

us to abstract away various elements of the high-energy physics. Once again,534

the calculation can be improved by considering higher order terms and the EFT535

error is on the order of the ratio of the energy scales ω
a0

∼ 0.001%.536

The amount of light scattered depends on the number of molecules the light537

interacts with, which can be determined by the density and thickness of the538

atmosphere. Light from the Sun travels through about 16km of atmosphere on539

10Neutrinos have masses on this order, but they can be neglected because they do not couple
electromagnetically.
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its way to the Earth’s surface from directly above. This is sufficient for blue light540

to have been scattered about the atmosphere, giving the sky its blue colour. By541

contrast, sunlight travels through about 450km of atmosphere when it is at the542

horizon and this is enough that the blue light has already been scattered away,543

closer to where it entered the atmosphere. Light with longer wavelengths can544

travel through more atmosphere because they interact with the gas molecules545

even less.546

My claim is that this should count as an explanation of the blue sky even547

though it is a low-energy and incomplete description of the system. It does not548

mention any of the particles involved other than photons and atoms, it does not549

describe the polarizability of the atoms whose interaction with the oscillating550

electric field makes them act like small radiating dipoles, the changing density551

of the atmosphere, and so on. However, it is a coarse-grained description of the552

system which is still able to derive the preferential scattering of blue light by553

heavy atoms of a sufficiently small size. It is because it is a top-down explanation554

that we can use knowledge of the full theory to justify the idealising assumptions555

that allow us to abstract away heavy fields and irrelevant interaction terms.556

One begins with an explanandum phenomenon and some fundamental or full557

description of a system that can derive it—this guarantees that you have all the558

relevant features for the explanandum. Then one pares down irrelevant aspects559

to an abstracted model featuring all and only the relevant features of the system560

given the explanandum. In both cases, we can think of these steps as explanation561

preserving, in that they can be understood as merely and harmlessly abstracting562

from the full explanatory model. If they were not harmless, the derivation would563

no longer work. Whatever the fundamental model gets right in its explanation564

is encoded into the abstract model and nothing new is introduced. However,565

this argument is not a blank cheque for claiming that all EFTs are explanatory,566

and certainly not that EFTs are independently explanatory. There are a few567

ways in which this could fail to preserve explanation and I will turn to some of568

these in the following section.569

3.3 Bottom-up Exploration570

The steps described in the previous section preclude explanation from a large571

group of EFTs that are widely used in searches for new physics. These are called572

bottom-up EFTs in contrast to the top-down EFTs discussed above. One of the573

ways in which these EFTs are distinct involves their role in explanation, which I574

will demonstrate by briefly discussing the standard model effective field theory575

(SMEFT). Let us once again construct our EFT and I will review some of the576

ways in which the attempt at explanation from an abstract model may fail.577

The idea behind using a bottom-up effective field theory is to consider the578

known theory (SM) as an effective version of some higher energy (UV) the-579

ory we have yet to discover. Deviations from the known theory, or the lack580

thereof, can put constraints on the possible UV theories. There are two prin-581

ciple assumptions in the SM-EFT approach, viz. that the scale of new physics582

is sufficiently separated from the scale of known physics, and second, that the583
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symmetries of the SM that are still approximately observed. These assumptions584

are well warranted. In fact, as the LHC data continues to indicate no deviations585

from the SM, the further back the scale of new physics is pushed and the more586

justified that assumption becomes. New physics is likely sufficiently decoupled587

from the SM. In short, the bottom-up EFT procedure is to expand the SM with588

additional higher-order terms that are not in the SM, but which would encode589

the effects of new physics on SM-observables. One then performs global fits to590

see if there are any significant non-zero coefficients on some of the operators,591

which would indicate new physics.Let us construct this bottom-up EFT using592

the now familiar 4 steps.593

1. Specify the energy scale. The first step is to define the relevant energy594

scale. The SMEFT is used to find new physics at scales higher than the SM,595

ΛEFT < ΛSM , say at the order of a few TeV.596

2. Define the field content. The energy level of the cut off provides us with597

our field content, which in this case is all of the particles of the SM. With this598

list of fields, we need to first consider every possible interaction term between599

them at all orders.600

3. Impose symmetries. Again, most of the terms up to this point are impos-601

sible or irrelevant, since they either have minuscule effects or violate symmetries602

that are observed in SM physics. We can impose the SM symmetries which we603

expect will likely be approximately respected by the new physics. Typically, this604

is the SM gauge symmetries, SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1), lepton and baryon number605

(though these latter two are accidental symmetries of the SM). At this point,606

we have what is often referred to as the Standard Model Effective Field Theory:607

LSMEFT = SM +
∑ c6

Λ2
O6 +

∑ c8

Λ4
O8 + . . . (10)

This is too many terms, once again, to be tractable for physicists, so they608

typically focus on those of lowest dimension.609

4. Impose a counting scheme. Lastly, we can once again truncate the610

expansion and focus on terms of the next highest order (strongest effect), which611

is dimension-6.11 At this point we are left with a finite number of terms: the612

SM terms, and the sum of terms with dimension-6 operators. We can refer to613

this object as the dim-6 SMEFT. Unlike the previous cases, however it is not614

a manageable number. In fact, there are 2499 operators with mass dimension615

6 that satisfy all these constraints, each with a coupling constant that is a free616

parameter. This should set off alarm bells as a model with that many free617

parameters can be fit to anything.618

In a recent paper, we have explored the SMEFT in more detail and argued619

that there are a few reasons that it is quite distinct from full BSM models and620

simplified models. Part of these reasons are also relevant to why the SMEFT621

should not be considered explanatory by the abstraction story and I will briefly622

review these here. Given the condition on explanation above, there are two623

11While there are terms of dimension-5, like the Weinberg operator, these violate lepton
number conservation and so are rarely studied.
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things that can make it non-explanatory: 1) there is no explanandum; 2) if one624

is articulated, there could be two problems: either i) extra steps were taken to625

arrive there from bottom-up; or ii) the fundamental theory was not explanatory626

to begin with so there is no explanation to preserve. As for 1), it should be627

noted that we have performed these four step without the precise articulation628

of an explanandum. All we used was the vague notion that there would be629

new physics at a scale higher than that of the SM (and a bit higher than has630

already been excluded at the LHC). Therefore, it should be pretty clear that631

the SMEFT is not explanatory, because after these steps one cannot derive E,632

because there is no E. This might seem trivial, since one could just articulate633

some BSM effect, call that our explanandum E and accommodate it with the634

SMEFT. This brings with it two additional issues.635

(i) Firstly, if one wants to derive this BSM explanandum E, then one needs636

to take a series of extra steps after our step 4 to continue to pare down the637

Lagrangian from its current 2499 terms to all and only the relevant ones for638

the explanandum. For example, one could focus on only a particular sector;639

one could consider only operators that have already been found to have some640

non-zero coefficient (as global fits have already been performed); or one could641

select operators that should have the largest effects on a given process of inter-642

est. Through these extra down-selection steps, one could arrive at an effective643

Lagrangian with a manageable number of terms that could accommodate some644

possible deviation. The problem with this is that these steps will be arbitrary645

and additional idealising assumptions will have to be included—assumptions646

that are not guaranteed or even permitted by the fundamental model. The647

requirement that the loss of detail is irrelevant can no longer be guaranteed.648

(ii) Secondly, even if the explanandum is some new BSM effect, then the de-649

rived EFT is still not explanatory, given what I have argued here, because the650

SM cannot explain that effect. If it is some BSM effect, then there is no SM651

explanation and nothing to preserve as one moves to the abstract model.652

The culprit in this case should be pretty clear: when we specified a higher en-653

ergy scale for the EFT, we began asking for a fine-grained picture. We switched654

from removing irrelevant detail to asking what the fine-grained detail could look655

like, given what we know about the coarse-grained theory. Unlike on CSI, one656

cannot simply enhance a grainy photo. The argument here is about the preserva-657

tion of explanatory information, which is not symmetrical between fundamental658

and abstract.659

Whether there is an explanation to preserve depends on what one takes660

as the fundamental model, but what is fundamental and effective is relative.661

So could one not start from a higher energy theory than the SM, for example,662

Supersymmetry? Yes, certainly. One would arrive at what would be a top-down663

EFT, even though it could be considered bottom-up from the SM. It could be664

that what was once the result of a bottom-up process is later a model that can be665

given a top-down justification. What is top-down and what is bottom-up is also666

relative. If one thinks SUSY explains E, then some top-down EFT abstracted667

from SUSY that can derive E would also explain E, if one accepts the argument668

of this paper. However, in order for the top-down EFT to explain the BSM effect,669
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one would have to consider the full UV theory, supersymmetry or whatever it670

may be, to be explanatory. At the moment, there is little grounds for thinking671

that supersymmetry provides actual explanations. Supersymmetry provides at672

best potential, or candidate, explanations, as argued by (King, 2020), since it673

has yet to be experimentally well confirmed.674

There is a kind of continuity and an arbitrariness between top-down and675

bottom-up EFTs. One can think of top-down and bottom-up EFTs as different676

stages of the same process, but these stages that make a big epistemic differ-677

ence. In this section, I have been arguing that not all EFTs are explanatory678

because some involve fine-graining, rather than coarse-graining, which is not a679

move that preserves explanatory information. Whether one should consider the680

EFT explanatory has to do with explanatory judgements about the fundamental681

theory. Again, I have not argued that bottom-up EFTs cannot be explanatory,682

but that if they are, then it will not simply be because they are coarse-grained683

versions of known explanations.684

4 Conclusion685

I have reservations about an EFT constituting a stand-alone explanation, but686

rather than argue that it is only under these circumstances that they are ex-687

planatory, I have merely claimed that it is sufficient for them to be explanatory.688

Many models that would not count as explanatory by abstraction may indeed689

be explanatory for other reasons. Our best theories of fundamental physics690

are considered to be EFTs by many physicists and there are good grounds for691

counting them as explanatory, at least in the sense that they are the best expla-692

nations we have. Again, while there is a certain continuity between top-down693

and bottom-up EFTs, the difference I wish to highlight has more to do with epis-694

temology than physics. This paper began by investigating some of the problems695

that veridicality poses for explanation. I have shown that one can understand696

EFTs as providing proxy explanations if one sees them as models abstracted697

from more fundamental models that are independently explanatory. It is often698

assumed that where there is an explanation from a fundamental theory, that an699

EFT also explains. I have attempted to defend this by showing how the EFT700

stands in for the fundamental model and to highlight the role the fundamental701

model plays in justifying the idealising assumptions of the EFT.702
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